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AARP Announces Joanie Boysen As The “New Cover Girl”
(New York) The editors of AARP Magazine were giddy as rapidly-aging
school girls when the long-overdue announcement finally hit the street.
After waiting for a decade to finally meet the minimum-age requirement,
Joanie Miller Boysen was finally named the new AARP cover girl,
replacing the recently deceased Jeanne Kirkpatrick. “I am extremely
proud of my new role,” said the Rice County ingénue as she coyly
addressed the press. “But I need a chair,” continued the newest AARP
eye candy. “I have to sit down before I pass out and fall on my walker.”
The reporters continued to surge towards her as her beauty seemed to
draw in even the most cynical reporters. “I tell you one thing,” said
former Albert Lea Tribune beat writer Mike (O.B.) O’Brien, “she sure
looks better than Ambassador Kirkpatrick and as a big fan of gals from Bethlehem Academy, I couldn’t
be more pleased with the choice.” To add to the circus-like atmosphere, Joanie’s husband Mike was
trying to steer Joanie behind the velvet rope line while turning down his own requests for interviews. “I
now know what Brad Pitt goes through on a daily basis.”

Who Has This Current Fantasy?
Liz McGrory
Debbye Fihn
Dixie Drager
Michele Lenz-Noll
Lorrie Beyl
Sonja Dapper
All the Above

Anne Rutman
Barb Goodwin
Susie Meads
Scott McPhee
Merrily Beck
Joan Olson-Smith
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Nate Weirick has recently been notified of
acceptance to St. Cloud State University.
When told of the existence of the St. Cloud
Women’s Prison, the soon-to-be graduating
high school senior slyly remarked, “Sweet.”
Mike Lohrmann decided finally to get internet
access. “It appears not to be a flash in the pan
trend,” mused the large-headed giggler.
Gary Gilbertson wishes not to be quoted in
MNL in March. “I would rather be left alone
with my Civil War miniatures and my Colt 45
malt liquor collection.”
Mark Fielding is considering renouncing his
new role on the Reader’s Council. “All I seem
to be getting are screenplays from prisoners.”
Joan Rodde proposed a new name for Steele
County. “It should be called ‘Carver County.’”
When told that ‘Carver County’ already exists,
she said, “Those SOB’s are driving me crazy.”
Cate DeLaRosa barely missed another award
for perfect attendance. “In January, I went into
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were twenty working days in January.”

